
 

Glass Enterprise Edition 2: 
A hands-free device for smarter and faster hands-on work.

Google Hardware

 

Wearable Technology

Glass Enterprise Edition 2 has helped workers 
in a variety of industries—from logistics, to  

free access to the information and tools they 
need to complete their work.  

Logistics

At DHL, there is a supply chain process called ‘’order 

scanning items from racks before moving them into 
totes or bins on carts. 

Using Glass with a partner solution, pickers now
receive all picking instructions directly from Glass,
right in their line of sight. With “Vision Picking”
freeing their hands of paper instructions, real-time 
picking instructions, and the scanning function of Glass, 
pickers can work far more efficiently and comfortably.

The result? 

average.

Healthcare

Enhancing the Patient Experience

Patients should receive doctors’ undivided 
attention during office visits. By using Glass and 
a partner solution, Sutter Health liberates doctors
from the hours of documenting and charting
health histories and medical conditions so they 
can spend more time doing the work they love –
taking care of patients.

The result? 

Doctors saved an average of two hours per
day increasing visit numbers without 

Manufacturing

Benefits

Enabling Greater Productivity 

GE partnered with Upskill to implement the 
Skylight platform with Glass in warehouses and 
manufacturing facilities globally. At Renewable 
Energy in Pensacola, Florida, wiring technicians 

productivity and meaningful quality improvements 
while assembling wind turbines using Skylight 
with Glass.

The result? 

Stay focused

For more information on Glass, please contact us today.

To see other ways Upskill and Glass are transforming tech, watch video below:

Glass intuitively fits into your work-
flow and helps you remain engaged 
and focused on high value work by 
removing distractions. Using voice 
commands, you can activate the 

right application for you at any time.

Improve accuacy
Access training videos, images anno-
tated with instructions, or quality as-
surance checklists that help you get 
the job done, safely, quickly and to a 

higher standard.

Stay focused
Glass can connect you with cowork-

ers in an instant, bringing expertise to 
right where you are. Invite others to 
“see what you see” through a live 

video stream so you can collaborate 
and troubleshoot in real-time.


